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DMIT, which stands for Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligence
Test, is a method that analyzes fingerprint patterns and our
brain activities to gain insights into an individual's inborn
talents, innate abilities, learning styles etc. It is based on the
scientific method understanding that each person's
fingerprints are unique and can provide information about
their neurological development.

It is important to note that DMIT service is offered only by Orphosys
Education Pvt. Ltd. So, if you are interested in exploring DMIT services
provided by Orphosys Education, we recommend contacting us
directly for more information about our methodology, the specific
benefits we claim to offer, and any scientific evidence or research
supporting their approach. 

Lifetime DMIT: This type of DMIT aims to assess an individual's multiple
intelligences and provide insights into their potential strengths and
weaknesses. It can help parents and educators to understand a child's
learning style, aptitudes, and areas of interest. The results of the Lifetime
DMIT are often used to guide educational and career decisions. 
Compatibility DMIT: Compatibility DMIT focuses on analyzing the
fingerprints of two individuals to determine their compatibility in various
aspects such as personal relationships, business partnerships or
marriage. It aims to provide insights into the strengths and areas of
compatibility between two individuals based on their fingerprint
patterns. 
Corporate DMIT: Corporate DMIT is tailored for the corporate sector and
aims to assess employees' strengths, abilities and potential job roles
based on their fingerprints. It can assist in talent management, team
building, and career development within an organization. 
Some experts argue that the link between fingerprints and intelligence or
personality traits is not well-established scientifically. Therefore, it is
advisable to approach DMIT with caution and rely on a more
comprehensive assessment that includes multiple factors when making
important life decisions.

There are three types of DMIT services:
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In the world, every person is good in nature. But what we say is always bad
that is the behavior of human beings. For the last 7 to 14 years we have been
able to convert this “bad behavior” to “good behavior” through this positive
parenting program. This is the best highlight feature of our course which we
provide to parents to make them advance with their children in this modern
world. The Positive Parenting Program, also known as Triple P, is an
advanced parenting program that can provide parents with updated
strategies for fostering healthy parent-child relationships, promoting
effective communication, and understanding the needs of their children in
today's digital age. It focuses on building strong parent-child relationships,
setting clear expectations, and using positive discipline strategies. It aims to
equip parents with effective tools and strategies to understand and address
their children's behavior while fostering their emotional well-being. 

Indeed, the rapid advancements in technology and the changing dynamics
of the world have brought about new challenges in old parenting styles. As
children adapt to the new methodologies of the modern world, parents need
to develop their parenting style and adopt the new parenting style to foster
better communication and understanding with their children. Nowadays, all
parents want to create a better future for their children. Orphosys
Education brings the solution to the problem. Orphosys Education seems to
recognize the need for updating parenting approaches and bridging the
communication gap between parents and children. By offering a program
that teaches advanced parenting styles, they aim to provide parents with
the necessary skills and knowledge to effectively communicate with their
children and address the unique challenges of the modern era. 

By participating in the Positive Parenting Program, parents can gain
insights into child development, learn effective communication
techniques and acquire strategies to manage challenging behaviors. The
program provides practical guidance and support to help parents create
a nurturing and positive home environment where children feel
understood, respected, and loved. If you are interested in enrolling in the
Positive Parenting Program offered by Orphosys Education Pvt. Ltd. we
recommend reaching out to our office directly for more information on
the course content, duration, and enrollment process. We will be able to
provide you with specific details about how our program can address the
challenges you are facing in your parent-child relationship. 
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EXAM TOPICS
Civil Services
Defence & Police
Railway
Banking
All Govt. Exams 

SSC
Medical
IT
School level (1 - 12)
Many More, Etc.

Children use the abacus to
learn math hands-on,
improving number sense,
spatial awareness, and basic
arithmetic. The tactile
experience boosts
concentration, discipline, and
prepares them for mental
math. It also offers a cultural
perspective, fostering early
confidence in math.

Vedic math, inspired by
ancient Indian
techniques, simplifies
calculations to enhance
children's mental math
skills. It boosts number
sense, problem-solving,
and overall math
confidence, making the
subject more accessible
and enjoyable.

Get Personalized Learning Outcomes for everyone. An in-
depth performance analysis, where you can know your
strong and weak points, your all India rank, your state rank
etc. You will also get a virtual tutor who is completely
dedicated to bringing out the best in you. It will prioritize
your concepts, chapters, topics, and questions through
machine learning. Get this innovative learning experience
only on Orphosys Education Test Series!!
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Abacus, vedic maths
handwritting tranning

Handwriting training
teaches children the
skills for clear and
consistent writing,
including fine motor
development, letter
formation, and spacing.
It's a crucial foundation
for academic success
and effective
communication.

HANDWRITTING ABACUS VEDIC MATHS



MODULE 1
Concept of Abacus 
History of Abacus 
Beads Concept 
Numbers Concept 
Basic Addition & Subtraction 
Advance Addition & Subtraction 
Negative Numbers Addition &
Subtraction Concepts of Mental
Arithmetic Visualisation Image Abacus 
Handling of Students 
Speed Theory & Many More

MODULE 2
Concept of Basic Multiplication
Concept of Basic Division 
Advance Multiplication and Division
Multiplication Table Concept 
Image Abacus etc
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TEN LEVELS OF TRAINING DIVIDED IN TOTAL THREE MODULES :

MODULE 3

LCM 
GCD 
Square Root 
Cube Root 
Percentage (%) 

Mean 
Fractions 
Decimal
Addition &
Subtraction

Advance Operations like
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For 4-7 Years
Students
JUNIOR LEVEL-0  
JUNIOR LEVEL-1  
JUNIOR LEVEL-2  
SENIOR LEVEL-2  
SENIOR LEVEL-3  
SENIOR LEVEL-4  
SENIOR LEVEL-5  
SENIOR LEVEL-6  
SENIOR LEVEL-7  
SENIOR LEVEL-8

For 8-10 Years
Students
JUNIOR LEVEL-0  
JUNIOR LEVEL-1  
JUNIOR LEVEL-2  
SENIOR LEVEL-2  
SENIOR LEVEL-3  
SENIOR LEVEL-4  
SENIOR LEVEL-5  
SENIOR LEVEL-6  
SENIOR LEVEL-7  
SENIOR   LEVEL-8For 11-15 Years  

Students
SENIOR LEVEL-1  
SENIOR LEVEL-2  
SENIOR LEVEL-3  
SENIOR LEVEL-4  
SENIOR LEVEL-5  
SENIOR LEVEL-6  
SENIOR LEVEL-7  
SENIOR   LEVEL-8

OE ABACUS COURSE LEVEL STRUCTURE

Why choose Orphosys Education for Abacus?

All Levels Training 
Lifetime Support and consultancy
without any additional charges 
Word Class Content 
Books According to 3 age groups 
Investment Plan Strategies 
Guaranteed Success Plan of Business 
Quality Control Management
Certification 
Exam -Paper 
Platform for Competition 
Win-Win Strategies for Teacher 

Evaluation of Results
frequently 
Motivational Support 
Professional Team 
Team of World Class Trainers 
Concept Based Training 
Multiplication Easy Techniques 
Advance Level Training 
Prompt Service 
Feedback Mechanism to make
things better
Special Content for Small Kids 
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TOPICS COVERED IN VEDIC MATHS

Concept of Multiplication
(Multiple Techniques) 
Concept of Division ( Basic &
Advance) 
Divisibility 
Square and Square Root 
Cube and Cube Root 
Decimals 
HCF Concept 
LCM Concept 
Simple Equations 
Base and Sub Base Number 
Smart Multiplication 
Super Prediction 
Algebraic Factorisation 
Linear Equations 
Mental Magic 
Many More 
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Basic Principles of Handwriting 
Letter Formation 
Regular Flow of writing 
Size Consistency 
Strokes Formation 
how to handle Pen with Pressure 
4 Lines,3 Lines,2 Lines than finally
single line writing 
Complete Course Training 
Practice of Slants

+91�9046�240290

Contact�us

contact@orphosyseducation.org

www.orphosyseducation.org

114�/�K�Raja�S.C.�MullickRoad,�Adwitiya
Apartment�(Ground�Floor)�Kolkata��700047,
Near�Garia5�No.�Bus�Stand

TOPICS COVERED IN HANDWRITING TRAINING
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